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# Comment Date

1 Great event! Inspiring to see the longevity awards. 8/26/2016 8:07 AM

2 Enjoyed the speaker. He was good, very emotional and sincere with his work. Showed how much you can reach out
to help no matter what the circumstances are and still have an education.

8/25/2016 11:54 AM

3 The 2016 Fall Semester Summit was an excellent event. Good Job to all those involved with planning and
implementation. The sessions were informative and interesting. The adjunct meetings held during the evening instead
of Saturday was helpful for scheduling. The CNN Hero guest speaker presentation on the first day was especially
motivating and inspirational.

8/25/2016 11:47 AM
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4 I needed D2L information and the three presenters could not answer a simple question! What a waste of my time! 8/25/2016 11:29 AM

5 Collegiate High School faculty 8/25/2016 11:19 AM

6 Felt the focus was too much on Online - needed to stay off with updates in general. 8/25/2016 10:29 AM

7 Great guest speaker. 8/23/2016 4:02 PM

8 As a faculty member, I felt that the President's address left unmentioned the lack of a pay raise, or any kind of
appreciation for what faculty and staff do on a regular basis to make the institution work. Also, there was no mention of
trying to ameliorate that situation. The slogan of "NWF CARES" was not followed through. Cares about what? Cares
for whom? Guest speaker was great.

8/22/2016 4:27 PM

9 The D2L Updates session did not cover any D2L Updates. It was more of an LTech overview and presentation about
proctoring.

8/21/2016 12:16 PM

10 Attended Adjunct Faculty Sessions 8/20/2016 2:52 PM

11 The guest speaker was inspirational! I laughed and cried multiple times and was very touched by the story about the
college secretary who convinced him to stay in school. And I appreciated the phone numbers for campus security.

8/20/2016 12:51 PM

12 Doc Hendley was the most inspiring, encouraging, positive and uplifting speaker I have heard speak at NWFSC. I
hope we can get him to come give a talk again. I feel he would be an excellent speaker for our students to hear too. I
cannot say enough about the positive influence and life lessons he spoke of in his message. His talk was an
awesome way to start the semester. Thank you for getting him to come to NWFSC.

8/19/2016 5:36 PM

13 Dean Sherwood's presentation was rambling and went 15 minutes over, inconveniencing the next scheduled
presentation. He has a hoarse voice, so a microphone would be useful. To be honest, his talk was not well organized--
seems as if he thought of it as he went along. I didn't know what to make of his comment (speaking of VA students and
others gaming the system) that we all have done something like that--trying to get money we didn't deserve. I never
have--and I'm certain others in the room hadn't as well. ** Syed Hasnain's presentation was one of the worst I have
ever attended. His is an example of why many faculty view these sessions as a waste of time, as his certainly was. I
and others left after 20 minutes in because it was clear he was not addressing the stated topic, D2l Updates. (I
checked with someone who did stay for the whole thing & they confirmed he never did cover the stated topic.) Here
are my complaints: 1. His accent makes him extremely hard to understand. 2. He speaks in a boring monotone. 3. He
was clearly stumped as to the name of the new On-Line Learning chair, Dr. Deidre Price, who was in attendance.
Finally Dr. Mizell prompted him. 4. He discussed the minutia of the consortium and on-line learning--info mostly
irrelevant to faculty. Both he and Dean Sherwood could benefit to attending presentations by Dr. Williams-Shuford and
Dr. Price to see how a well-organized, targeted presentation should be done. As far as Mr. Hasnain, the college should
terminate his contract and make it possible for him to succeed in a position somewhere else. He is not a good fit for
our college.

8/19/2016 4:22 PM

14 Doc Hendley delivered the clear message that we must care for our clients. 8/19/2016 4:13 PM

15 Doc Hendley was an amazing speaker. I loved that fact that he wasn't a Ph.D and had something fantastic to offer and
motivate us to be better than we are.

8/19/2016 3:35 PM

16 Working at one of the other centers, and less than a week before classes start, it is very difficult to attend any of the
events. There were several I would have like to attend, but could not due to how busy our office was, and the fact that
there are only 2 of us. In the future, doing it at a slower time may allow for more people from outer campuses to
attend.

8/19/2016 12:59 PM

17 Not enough time for lunch since we had to go off-campus and the speakers ran over time. 8/19/2016 12:55 PM

18 While Doc Hendley's presentation was moving and inspiring, very little of it was relevant to dealing with
students/higher education issues. Would have rather used the time to hear about ways to improve the morale for both
employees and students at NWF.

8/19/2016 12:47 PM
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# Comment Date

1 The social was good, I believe the individual wrapped ice cream bars would be much better though (less mess). 8/25/2016 11:54 AM

2 Collegiate High School faculty 8/25/2016 11:19 AM

3 Very informative! 8/25/2016 10:05 AM
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4 Would have been nice to have coffee/other refreshments with the ice cream social as not everyone can have or wants
desserts.

8/23/2016 4:02 PM

5 Was meeting with students. I attended almost everything last year and was extremely disappointed. 8/22/2016 4:27 PM

6 Attended Adjunct Faculty Sessions 8/20/2016 2:52 PM

7 While I was unable to attend the meetings due to registration, the subject matter seemed very useful. 8/20/2016 12:51 PM

8 The information was redundant and would have been better served as a presentation sent through faculty email. We
drove in, spent most of our day slowly wading through basic material we knew (or should have known). The food was
nice.

8/19/2016 10:40 PM

9 What ice cream social? This information would be more beneficial if delivered earlier. Two days before semester
begins is not adequate.

8/19/2016 9:11 PM

10 While I did not attend the workshops on Wednesday after the departmental meetings, I am happy I had flex time to
make changes in my course syllabi, meet with other faculty and prepare for classes starting. I usually attend a D2L
workshop. However, I talked with them over the summer and implemented changes and updates on
Wednesday/Thursday. Thank you for offering these workshops as well.

8/19/2016 5:36 PM

11 A small gesture goes a long way. It made a hard and long few months a little sweeter. 8/19/2016 5:14 PM

12 Regular, light and fun opportunities for staff/faculty to get to know each other and spend time together (like the ice
cream social) are of utmost importance to building team morale. Thank you!

8/19/2016 1:53 PM

13 Working at one of the other centers, and less than a week before classes start, it is very difficult to attend any of the
events. There were several I would have like to attend, but could not due to how busy our office was, and the fact that
there are only 2 of us. In the future, doing it at a slower time may allow for more people from outer campuses to
attend.

8/19/2016 12:59 PM

14 The ice cream social was great! 8/19/2016 12:41 PM
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# Comments Date

1 Excel training was top notch! 8/26/2016 8:07 AM

2 Deidre Price's session, How to Get Online Students Invested, was outstanding!!! I am using tips I learned from her in
both my online and on-campus courses this semester.

8/25/2016 3:56 PM

3 Nice outing. Enjoyed the laughter, company and meeting people from other campuses. 8/25/2016 11:54 AM

4 Collegiate High School faculty 8/25/2016 11:19 AM

5 I don't drink and have no interest in having cocktails at a bar, regardless of whether or not the setting is near the water.
Give me some tasty cake or cookies, an air conditioned, relaxing setting, and I would look forward to attending.

8/25/2016 11:15 AM

6 NA 8/25/2016 10:29 AM

7 Thursday was spent doing some department training and getting everything ready for my Friday classes. 8/22/2016 6:32 PM

8 I could not find Dockside Restaurant. 8/22/2016 4:45 PM

9 Feel like with such a tough budget year, that the after hours social was an interesting use of funds. No raise, but come
have an appetizer. And buy your own beverage.

8/22/2016 4:27 PM

10 Perhaps it is because research so closely fits into what I teach, but I found this to be one of the most informative and
useful workshops I have attended in a very long time. I returned with pages of notes, to pass on to my departmental
colleagues the excellent updates and additions that the LRC is providing. Hats off for Professor Henderson.

8/22/2016 2:30 PM

11 The D2L Advanced session was also off topic. 8/21/2016 12:16 PM

12 I wish more people had attended AFC101, but there were a lot of people at the After Hours Social. Thank you so
much for that!

8/20/2016 12:51 PM

13 I attended the CPR certification 8/20/2016 10:03 AM

14 The support and appreciation was greatly needed for AFC and the staff and faculty as a whole. 8/19/2016 5:14 PM

15 I also went to the workshop given by Sam Hill for Campus Organizations and that was very helpful. I would have like
to go to the After Hours Social but by Thursday night I was exhausted. I would be better earlier in the week.

8/19/2016 2:17 PM

16 I took the Heartsaver CPR course and it was excellent! Amanda Vincent is a great teacher and I'm happy to have this
very important training and am thankful it was provided to us.

8/19/2016 1:53 PM

17 Working at one of the other centers, and less than a week before classes start, it is very difficult to attend any of the
events. There were several I would have like to attend, but could not due to how busy our office was, and the fact that
there are only 2 of us. In the future, doing it at a slower time may allow for more people from outer campuses to
attend.

8/19/2016 12:59 PM

18 Really wanted to attend workshops but had to get my classes up and loaded into D2L - had to change the syllabus to
the new template which took time. Too many events scheduled on the busiest day of the week! Please do consider
offering some of these topics throughout the semester - coming back to work on Tuesday and being scheduled for
meetings and workshops is counterproductive. We put in enough unpaid time as instructors.

8/19/2016 12:55 PM

19 The AFC social was a tremendous success. 8/19/2016 12:41 PM

Excel, Intermediate

Follow the Legislators Footsteps Tour

After Hours Social at Dockside
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Q4 Would you be interested in additional
trainings this semester? If yes, what

topics?
Answered: 50 Skipped: 15

Total 50

# If Yes, please list topics of interest. Date

1 Excel, Microsoft professional development 8/26/2016 8:07 AM

2 D2L 8/25/2016 3:56 PM

3 How to Get Online Students Invested and Everyone Needs a Little TLC. 8/25/2016 11:54 AM

4 How to populate faculty web page. 8/25/2016 11:16 AM

5 I'm not really sure--I'd like to know how to get the most out of our benefits at this institution, how to plan for retirement,
how to understand the options we have when we near retirement.

8/25/2016 11:15 AM

6 D2L Gradebook 8/25/2016 10:46 AM

7 NA 8/25/2016 10:29 AM

8 Missed the session on Outlook and would like to know its features better 8/23/2016 4:52 PM

9 Any Microsoft Office Suite classes, but particularly MS Project. 8/23/2016 4:02 PM

10 Help with why Word2013 and Adobe PDF does not work on the teachers computer in C since Windows 10 was
installed. HELP finding anything in Windows 10.

8/22/2016 6:32 PM

11 More about D2L. 8/22/2016 4:45 PM

12 My teaching hours are many, but need to know that I can get help on subjects like D2L. It is difficult for me to attend
scheduled training because of my teaching load.

8/22/2016 4:27 PM

13 anything 8/21/2016 5:25 PM

14 Online classes 8/21/2016 2:56 PM

15 Answered on Adjunct Faculty survey. 8/20/2016 2:52 PM
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16 Possibly a revisit of the same topics for those unable to attend. 8/20/2016 12:51 PM

17 I would like training on the on-line grade book available through D2L 8/20/2016 10:49 AM

18 Forum on teaching strategies 8/20/2016 10:03 AM

19 One on one D2L. 8/20/2016 6:14 AM

20 Integration of social media within the classroom, using OER for effective learning and varied method. 8/19/2016 10:40 PM

21 D2L shell 8/19/2016 9:11 PM

22 - How to advise students and how to document it in a fast, effective way that doesn't take away from my other work
responsibilities and time with students - Continue providing D2L workshops. I was busy implementing their advice and
prepping for courses starting this time, but D2Lnworkshops are always helpful.

8/19/2016 5:36 PM

23 Cross training for the Admissions staff as far as the business office an Nelnet for the basic functions in case there is
ever a need for one of us at the main campus needing to fill in at a center.

8/19/2016 5:14 PM

24 More on using D2L. Dr. Price did a very good job and she has very practical suggestions for class. Also how to use
25Live. Also Banner training to be able to look up my students and other information I need.

8/19/2016 2:17 PM

25 Excel (to allow for more thorough and not-as-rushed training) 8/19/2016 1:36 PM

26 Online learning best practices Use of Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint Time management for instructors 8/19/2016 12:55 PM

27 Budget management 8/19/2016 12:47 PM

28 Microsoft Office 8/19/2016 12:46 PM
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Q5 What would you like to see added to
next year's Fall Semester Summit?

Answered: 27 Skipped: 38

# Responses Date

1 Let's assist new instructors on finding their class rooms and get them familiar with the classroom before the first day of
class. Some time the new instructor is more confused than the new students.

8/25/2016 11:54 AM

2 N/A 8/25/2016 11:30 AM

3 People who could answer questions. The raccoon was the highlight of Wednesday evening! 8/25/2016 11:29 AM

4 More time for instructors to prepare their courses--send out email messages with content of meetings, and save
inspirational speakers for students who might profit from the speaker more than those of us teaching the students. I
know why I got into teaching and I know the importance of the job I do. I don't need to be reminded about other
people's suffering or other people's personal journeys to bring meaning to my life or to my career as a teacher. Doc's
story would probably work better with the student body we have at this institution, those who don't first succeed, those
who don't think college is for them, etc.

8/25/2016 11:15 AM

5 Opportunities for faculty and Student Affairs to interact in a meaningful way so that each understands the importance
of the other to a student's success. Panel discussions or round table discussions may work well.

8/25/2016 10:46 AM

6 ePortfolio building 8/25/2016 10:29 AM

7 I enjoyed the speakers, but having so many required activities leaves little time for preparation for classes. I
understand that we are paid for those days, but in order to attend we must spend valuable family time in preparation
for classes.

8/24/2016 10:09 AM

8 work/family balance advice yoga 8/23/2016 4:52 PM

9 Yes. 8/22/2016 4:45 PM

10 Maybe more faculty input. 8/22/2016 4:27 PM

11 A gathering of disciplines, in a guided discussion of teaching approaches and methods of the various fields. If we know
more about how other departments do what they do, we can help the students to prepare for adapting knowledge or
methods to another field of study.

8/22/2016 2:30 PM

12 Part-Time Staff Members recognized as well. 8/21/2016 5:25 PM

13 Open forums with administration to get our questions answered. Maybe an all-faculty meeting. 8/21/2016 12:16 PM

14 More information about SLO's/Workshop; no motivational speaker; no Bingo; would like to see us have a Legislature
Lobbyist (like we used to) representing NWFSC rather than depending on other entities

8/20/2016 1:17 PM

15 I appreciate any opportunity for people from various departments to meet each other - I hope that it helps with
communication across campus.

8/20/2016 12:51 PM

16 More speakers like Doc Henley 8/20/2016 11:26 AM

17 NA 8/20/2016 6:14 AM

18 More for online/hybrid/ flipped classrooms. Address CURRENT educational praxis/trends. Information relating to
learning disabilities, varied learners, including the best alternatives for accommodation.

8/19/2016 10:40 PM

19 More information related to developing the D2L shell. 8/19/2016 9:11 PM

20 Doc Hendley or speaker like him 8/19/2016 5:36 PM

21 Maybe just a current list distributed of key people to call when students have questions about 1. financial aid, 2. VA
benefits, 3. mental health issues (outside agency?), being homeless, and so forth.

8/19/2016 4:22 PM

22 Feature some of our exemplary alumni and focus on the long history of academic excellence for owjc,owc,owcc as
well as NWFSC. The 295 to 283 score is pertinent.

8/19/2016 4:13 PM

23 I love having a speaker. We don't always do that but I think it's nice to bring someone in to help refresh our point of
view just in time to start another semester.

8/19/2016 3:35 PM

24 I loved the speaker but one with a little more academic bent would be good. 8/19/2016 2:17 PM
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25 coffee at the ice cream social :) 8/19/2016 1:53 PM

26 Don't add anything else! For those of us who teach exclusively online, all of our classes have to be up and running by
midnight on opening day. Instructors who teach in traditional classrooms do not have that pressure. We need to
explore options that do not push your online instructors to the wall.

8/19/2016 12:55 PM

27 How to enter a purchase order, budget query, travel etc. 8/19/2016 12:47 PM
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